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Abstract- In social media, users are allowed to express their opinions by commenting on an item 

or rating an item with scores. The collection of user reviews would generate a positive or 

negative influence to the media audience. Some malicious users may create multiple variant 

accounts on the same social media so as to influence or manipulate public opinions for business 

or criminal purposes. To maintain good social environment, it is necessary to find those fake 

users. The proposed system we investigate the user variants identification problem using both 

user behaviour and item related information. It scans the characteristics of user behaviours on 

social media and introduces two concepts visibility and distinguishability to preliminarily 

quantify whether a fake user can be identified. To better understand user intention and 

characteristics, we profile a user with apparent and implicit features, which are extracted from 

three aspects: User Generated Contents (UGC), user behaviour context and item information. 

Based on these features, we propose the user Variants Identification Problem (VIP) and an 

Identification algorithm, which finds the top-k similar variants in a social media. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

Fake user identification is very related to the user mapping problem between two 

different social networks, which has been well investigated. They model a user based on user 

relationship, user attributes and user generated contents (UGCs) in social media.   

Then they compute the distance between users and find the most similar users to a target 

user. However, in many social network platform, user profile, attributes and user relationships 

are not available under privacy settings. Some users may leave attributes empty or fill in with 

misinformation. These methods can not be applied to such social media.  

The variant identification problem (VIP), which finds the variants for an appointed user 

on the same social media website. We need not have any background knowledge about the target 

user in advance. The basic philosophy behind such identification is that user behaviours on items 

are intentional interaction and there must exist many hints of the similarity between two variants, 

such as the frequently used words, the time stamps of rating, the sort of reviewed items etc.   

To achieve their business or criminal purposes, the variants of the same user should have the 

same or similar attitude on the same item. In case a user intentionally performs differently using 

variants, this user could not generate large collective influence on the same item to the audience 

and it is not necessary to recognize him/her.  
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2.EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

The prominent social networking sites have turned into a target platform for the spammers to 

disperse a huge amount of irrelevant and deleterious information. Twitter, for example, has 

become one of the most extravagantly used platforms of all times and therefore allows an 

unreasonable amount of spam. Fake users send undesired tweets to users to promote services or 

websites that not only affect legitimate users but also disrupt resource consumption.  

Moreover, the possibility of expanding invalid information to users through fake 

identities has increased those results in the unrolling of harmful content. Recently, the detection 

of spammers and identification of fake users on Twitter has become a common area of research 

in contemporary online social Networks (OSNs). 

In the existing system, we perform a review of techniques used for detecting spammers 

on Twitter. Moreover, a taxonomy of the Twitter spam detection approaches is presented that 

classifies the techniques based on their ability to detect: (i) fake content, (ii) spam based on URL, 

(iii) spam in trending topics, and (iv) fake users. User-based features are established because of 

relationship and properties of user accounts. It is essential to append user-based features for the 

spam detection model. As these features are related to user accounts, all attributes, which were 

linked to user accounts, were identified. 

 

2.1 DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

• Users can’t always validate the trustworthiness of everyone providing    recommendations.  

• High sampling rates are required for transient feature extraction. 

• Harm the interests of users on website. 

• High complexity with the size of network such that they are not suitable for largescaled networks 

• Highly competitive compared with other techniques 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Fake user identification is very related to the user mapping problem between two 

different social networks, which has been well investigated. They model a user based on user 

relationship, user attributes and user generated contents (UGCs) in social media.  

Then they compute the distance between users and find the most similar users to a target 

user. However, in many social network platform, user profile, attributes and user relationships 

are not available under privacy settings. Some users may leave attributes empty or fill in with 

misinformation. These methods cannot be applied to such social media. 

The variant identification problem (VIP), which finds the variants for an appointed user 

on the same social media website. We need not have any background knowledge about the target 

user in advance. The basic philosophy behind such identification is that user behaviours on items 

are intentional interaction and there must exist many hints of the similarity between two variants, 

such as the frequently used words, the time stamps of rating, the sort of reviewed items etc.  

To achieve their business or criminal purposes, the variants of the same user should have 

the same or similar attitude on the same item. In case a user intentionally performs differently 

using variants, this user could not generate large collective influence on the same item to the 

audience and it is not necessary to recognize him/her. 
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3.1 ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

• Fake reviews are recognized with high accuracy and precision. 

• Higher efficiency and preciseness. 

• Much accurate and higher than any of the existing system. 

 

4. ARCHITECTURE 

We have provided a clear architecture (Fig.No1) for our proposed system. Here the 

system works by giving the input data set into the algorithm for user mapping and De-

anonymization. This datasets are classified into three models of training data where the user 

behavior is analyzed along with the item feature and Corpus for training the system to detect fake 

users and fake news. This data sets are then fed into a user variants identification algorithm and 

the contents of the user generated content modelling, behaviour content modelling and item-

based user content modelling are formed and the fake users are predicted.  

Input 

                                 

Input Dataset User Mapping

De-anonymization

User Behavior

Item Feature

Corpus

User Variants Identification

User Generated 
Content Modeling

Behavior Context 
Modeling

Item-based User 
Modeling

Predict Fake User

 
                                  Fig.1 Architecture Diagram 

4.1Data Cleaning and Preprocessing   

Before working on data, data needs to be refined so that it is easier to work upon it. 

Datasets were refined by stop word removal, conversion to lower case, punctuation removal, 

tokenization, and sentence segmentation.  

 

 

 4.2 Removal of stop words   

Stop words are such words that are not significant and can add error when used as a 

feature in classification. They are mainly articles, prepositions, conjunctions and pronouns such 

as a, an, that, what and so on. These words were omitted from the documents and documents are 

then passed to the next step.   

 

4.3 Tokenize  

 Tokens are usually individual words and tokenization is a task in NLP in which a set or 

set of text is taken and broken into individual words. These tokens are then used as input for 

lemmatization.   

4.4 Lemmatize 

  Lemmatization involves reducing a word to its base form by usually chopping the ends 

of the words. In lemmatization, this is done by morphological analysis of words and use of a 
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vocabulary. For example, the word ‘saw’ is reduced to either ‘see’ or ‘saw’ depending on the 

usage of word. After lemmatization, all the letters of words are converted to lower form.   
 

4.5 Advantages of Proposed Algorithm: 

• It produces a highly accurate classifier. 

• It runs efficiently on large datasets. 

• It can handle thousands of input variables without variable deletion. 

• It gives estimation of what variables are important in the classification. 

• It generates an internal unbiased estimate of the generalization error as the forest building progresses. 

 

5.MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 

5.1 Gathering Input datasets 

  In social media, users are allowed to express their opinions by commenting on an item 

or rating an item with scores. The collection of user reviews would generate a positive or 

negative influence to the media audience. Some malicious users may create multiple variant 

accounts on the same social media so as to influence or manipulate public opinions for business 

or criminal purposes.   

To maintain good social environment, it is necessary to find those fake users. In this 

paper, we investigate the user variants identification problem using both user behaviour and item 

related information. The proposed system scans the characteristics of user behaviours on social 

media and introduces two concepts visibility and distinguishes ability to preliminarily quantify 

whether a fake user can be identified.   

To better understand user intention and characteristics, we profile a user with apparent 

and implicit features, which are extracted from three aspects: User Generated Contents (UGC), 

user behaviour context and item information. Based on these features, we propose the user 

Variants Identification Problem (VIP) and an identification algorithm, which finds the top-k 

similar variants in a social media.   

 

5.2 Classifying The Datasets 

To better understand user intention and characteristics, we profile a user with apparent 

and implicit features, which are extracted from three aspects: User Generated Contents (UGC), 

user behaviour context and item information. Based on these features, we propose the user 

Variants Identification Problem (VIP) and an identification algorithm, which finds the top-k 

similar variants in a social media.  
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Fig 2. random forest algorithm output 

  

5.3 Training the Algorithm 

Training data is given to the algorithm and the algorithm is trained on how to analyse and 

detect the fake data’s. To maintain good social environment, it is necessary to find those fake 

users. In this paper, we investigate the user variants identification problem using both user 

behaviour and item related information. The proposed system scans the  characteristics of user 

behaviours on social media and introduce two concepts visibility and distinguish ability to 

preliminarily quantify whether a fake user can be identified.   

  

 5.4 Getting the Inputs  

 In the existing system, we perform a review of techniques used for detecting spammers 

on Twitter. Moreover, taxonomy of the Twitter spam detection approaches  

is presented that classifies the techniques based on their ability to detect: (i) fake content, (ii) 

spam based on URL, (iii) spam in trending topics, and (iv) fake users. User-based features are 

established because of relationship and properties of user accounts. It is essential to append user-

based features for the spam detection model. As these features are related to user accounts, all 

attributes, which were linked to user accounts, were identified.    

  

 5.5 Data Pre-processing 

The distance between users and find the most similar users to a target user. However, in 

many social network platforms, user profile attributes and user relationships are not available 

under privacy settings. Some users may leave attributes empty or fill in with misinformation. 

These methods cannot be applied to such social media.  

(Fig 2)Variant identification problem (VIP), which finds the variants for an appointed 

user on the same social media website. We need not have any background knowledge about the 

target user in advance. The basic philosophy behind such identification is that user behaviours on 

items are intentional interaction and there must exist many hints of the similarity between two 
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variants, such as the frequently used words, the time stamps of rating, the sort of reviewed items 

etc.   

 

 5.6 Detecting Fake Users and Fake News 

   (Fig 3) This system helps to maintain a good social media environment without any 

misinformation spreading through fake user accounts and also identifies fake users in social 

media sites and applications. The Existing system uses Naïve Bayes Algorithm which produces 

only 76% (0.763393) accurate results. This accuracy is not enough to find fake users and their 

contents immediately within a short duration. The proposed algorithm, Random Forest 

Algorithm Produces 97% (0.975187) accurate results in finding the fake users. The Random 

Forest Algorithm, Unlike any other Algorithm can be trained with multiple random datasets and 

it creates various random root nodes and feature nodes according to the datasets given. Since 

Twitter is  an open source API, we can access user accounts directly from twitter using the 

tweedy class in python language, we use twitter as our test application. A total of 1000 random 

accounts are gathered, analyzed and classified for training and testing. After training the 

Algorithm the trained datasets is analyzed with the testing datasets. When compared out of the 

four algorithms used Random Forest Algorithm was able to find the fake users and contents with 

96% accuracy 

               
Fig  3. False Positive Rate 

 

6.CONCLUSION 

 

This system investigates the user variants identification problem using both user behaviour 

and item related information. We study the characteristics of user behaviours on social media 

and introduce two concepts visibility and distinguish ability to preliminarily quantify whether a 

fake user can be identified. To better understand user intention and characteristics, we profile a 

user with apparent and implicit features. Based on these features, we propose the user Variants 

Identification Problem (VIP) and an identification algorithm, which finds the top-k similar 

variants in a social media. 
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